
Thank you for your interest in a Bible Journaling Workshop! 
The Lord constantly reminds me that this act of

worship isn’t just coloring and painting. We have the
chance to love people to the cross, through the Arts. 

Think on this,... 
we get to enter into the creative space of color and

form and share our experiences ---- allowing a space
for a non intimidating conversation to take place,
where Jesus is met with fresh eyes. The colorful

experience becomes a table to share , break bread,
and feed His children. 

Why 

color 

in your 

Bible?

What does a 

"Bible 

Journaling 

Workshop" 

look like at my 

church?

Lisa brings dynamic teaching and step-by-step
instructions to introduce your congregation the

beauty of worshiping through color.  
With encouragement and humor, Lisa will lead your

group through a set number of scriptures.  Each
lesson expounds on the previous one, so that by days
end you will leave with an arsenal of techniques that

will launch you into a daily journaling love affair!

 Lisa Albinusfeaturing

What does  

the  

church  

provide?

*Meeting space, tables, chairs, tablecloths 
*Clean up/room set up/room breakdown 

*Volunteer support at event 
*Marketing/ticket sales 

*Social media marketing 
*Refreshments 



What 

do  

participants 

need to 

bring? 

*Bible to work in  
(If preferred, blank journal instead) 

*Basic supplies (list provided) 
 

What  
does  

Praise Heart  
provide?

*Step-by-step instructions 
*Devotions/Prayer with each Scripture 

*Certain elements must be handmade for the
creative teachings 

*Promotional .pdf poster 
*Social media graphic 

*volunteer training 
* Encouragement and fun!!

The  

cost?

There are two options available: 
*1/2 day workshop: (9am - 12pm)  

cost: $300.00 
*Full day Workshop (9am - 3pm) 

cost:$500.00 
In addition, 

 travel and hotel accommodations  
shall be provided by the hosting group/church.



What are 

the 

advantages 

of 

Bible  

Journaling? 

Imagine a new way to engage with Scripture,
where you use all of your senses to delight in the

Word of God, and experience Him in ways you
have never imagined. Through color and creativity

the scriptures come alive within the confines of
your Bible or journal. 

 
The science behind this:  One can not reach greater

thoughts and create new thought patterns by
“thinking harder”.  

 
The right brain offers intuition and inspiration.he left brain color and creativity.

 When the right brain, and left brain, UNITE in study, revelation springs forth. 
FORGET ABOUT RIGHT AND WRONG!!! Art and creativity are  an experience. 

Can you experience an amusement park wrong? 
No.  

Can you experience a sunset wrong? 
No. 

This thing we are doing is about experiencing the presence of God 
 in a whole new way.   

You can not do this wrong. 
Relax. Breathe. We will do this together. 



Is it 
ok to 
color 

in  
my 'Bible? 

This is the single, biggest question I am
asked....here are my thoughts. 

 
I have a study Bible, my best friend Bible, that I

have worked out of for years. It is dog-eared and
worn, well loved and has seen me through many

a trial.  
I DO NOT JOURNAL IN MY BEST FRIEND! 

 
 
 

 
 I purchase old Bibles in Good Will to journal in.  I always look for a different version to

explore and I watch for thick, juicy pages  that will support the weight of water and
different mediums.  (Older Bibles have gorgeous paper weight!) 

 
In these treasures I journal my heart and the visual conversation that I am having with

Jesus and it enhances my spiritual growth. 
 

 There are some that will not deface the Word of God- I get it - that is still so OK!  
Grab a heavy weight journal and work out of a journal!!  The idea is daily conversation,

not where  the conversation takes place. 
 

 I allow a no judgement zone in my groups, use what you are comfortable.  If Jesus
meets us where we are, how can I do otherwise?


